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The consolidation of laboratories, the evolution to integrated care network as well as an environment of
consumerization are disrupting laboratory services
and operations. The switch to SMART (Speed Metrics
Automation Remote Technologies) digital laboratories
based health ecosystems depends on several prerequisites for successes. Intelligent processes, integration
of big data and real-time data management, automation, blockchain, Internet of things and enhancement
of user experiences are key element of the smart digital laboratory. Safety, security and cost-effectiveness
are pillars for the credibility and transferability of such
smart digital laboratory environment. This transforming ecosystem will also trigger novel human – machine
interfaces and we will be the gatekeepers for this new
“click to brick” ecosystem.
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INTRODUCTION:
TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY
At first sight, we could limit our discussion to
“classical” pathways of laboratory transportation
of samples and delivery of results to physicians.
Focusing on this perimeter, we can already observe that our laboratory environment is changing and consolidating (1,2). Laboratories and
hospitals are operating as networks with some
consolidated hubs for specialty testing. The complexity of these networks are increasing as well
as the need to meet the accreditation requirements, leveraging the need for real-time monitoring, traceability, safety, temperature control
and economy of scale (1-3). These networks and
large size consolidated core-laboratories have
triggered the evolution of transportation, supply chain management and current progresses
are impacting the intra-laboratory / intra-hospital logistics but also the inter-laboratory / interhospital logistics (1,4). Emerging technologies
offer clear gains for temperature control and
monitoring, holistic supply chain management,
inventory management, sample tracking, standardized connectivity between laboratory information systems, and for a broader control
of whole healthcare facilities through the latest
generations of electronic medical records (1,5).
Innovations make processes more fluids and operations more cost effective, meeting the constraints coming from health care systems under
stronger economical pressure.
However, broadening the vision led us to consider that our whole ecosystem is transforming.
We are living in smart, inclusive and connected
cities where the paradigms of mobility, motility
and logistics are transforming (12). We are also
citizens of an “accelerated world” where our relation to ordering and transport is influence by
“uberization” of goods and services and wishes
of “consumerization”. Finally, we are actors of
the ongoing digitalization wave and users of

applications aimed to facilitate services, empowerment, tracking and monitoring. The efficiency of our transforming SMART (Speed
Metrics Automation Remote Technologies)
based health ecosystems will depend on several
prerequisites for successes.
THE PREREQUISITES OF SUCCESS
FOR A SMART DIGITAL LABORATORY
The processes and logistics will be
integrated, intelligent and scalable
The effects of consumerization, competition and
the switch to care pathways trigger real time reporting, integrated workflows, speed and costeffectiveness (1,5). Solutions will need to take a
greater control over the supply chain, to ensure
fast and smooth processes, to guarantee quality
and ISO requirements. Intelligent systems will
analyze and sense demands, measure performances, monitor the status of systems and will
respond in real-time to manage capacities, predict needs and avoid disruption and complains.
An example of transformation could be the evolution from temperature maintenance to intelligent cold chain management.
The efficient use of big data
will improve operations
Our new ecosystems are driven by data and our
new healthcare systems are made of opportunities to harness new forms of data to improve
practices (6-9). The use of big data to capture
and analyze, to streamline the operations and
optimize the supply chain will add tremendous
value to laboratory logistics and services. The
application of algorithms and machine learning
to crunch data, unlocking insights and opportunities as never imagine before. The perspectives
include a data based automation to optimize the
use of resources, reduce waste and facilitate lean
operation, an effective real time management, a
comprehensive data base inventory and supply
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chain management, the analysis of data to control carbon footprints and contribute to a greener
environment and the use of machine learning to
build actionable and intelligent network and services (6-9). The benefits of machine learning have
already been demonstrated in electronic health
records, omics and mobile data and wearables.
The efficient use of data and data flows is essential to face our transforming biotope and provide
a dynamic response to disruption.
Relying on automation and blockchain
to improve security and safety
The recent reformation of the Global Data
Protection Regulation bring to light for a safe and
secure use and management of data, and this is
clearly sensitive when considering healthcare
data. Automation will continue to secure processes and reduce the rate of errors (6-9). The
use of cognitive technologies will prevent mistakes and increase safety (13,14). Inventories,
real-time supply chain management, transfer of
results to caregivers will be stronger and more
secure. Blockchain represent a way to improve
the security and safety of data monitoring, sample transfer and results communication (16,17).
Blockchain technologies have already demonstrated their benefits in the also sensitive field
of economics and cryptocurrencies. Blockchain
technologies are offering a decentralized network maintained by users and allowing the development of a stable and secure data set with
which users can interact through transactions
of various types. The opportunities offered by
blockchain technologies to the clinical laboratory and biobanking fields seem therefore evident.
The use of tags and the internet
of things to enhance operations
Intelligent, integrated and reactive systems require the capture of data. The applications of
RFID and internet of things (IoT) allow this capture of data. Perspectives include connected

and autonomous transportation solutions, accurate tracking and real time management of the
supply chain and services. The science of cloud
computing will be the glue to collect, transfer
and agglomerate the data generated by all the
smart sensors and IoT.
Emerging technologies
to unlock new possibilities
Emerging technologies are helping us to transform the way (10,11). Even if the validation
and harmonization of pneumatic tube systems
remains a subject of discussion, this solution remains the preferred choice for hospital.
Innovative pneumatic systems are carrier free,
faster and could offer more options for megalaboratories. The use of robots and drones are
also tested in hospital and laboratory networks
for human samples transportation and transfer.
Like cars, these new transportation solutions
are becoming more and more autonomous.
Transportation is also a field where sharing vehicles and means is current practices and where
public – private partnerships for a greener and
cost-efficient ecosystem could stimulate.
Co-creation and user experience
Meeting the satisfaction and priorities of users
is key and the evolution of the user experience
is fundamental (15). Meeting the user’s expectations means more personalized, faster and
timeless services. The transcription of direct
field observations to user-centered experiences
is also an opportunity to improve patient safety.
Our digital environment and hyper-connectivity
reinforce the quest for more user centric experiences. Therefore the use of agile and users experiences methodologies will offer the possibility
to re-design and co-create with the users themselves more users-centric solutions. The progresses of augmented reality will provide more
option to sense the future experience and discover the benefits of future solutions, products
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Figure 1

The prerequisites for a smart laboratory (IoT, internet of things)

or services. Augmented reality, defined as the
expansion of physical reality by adding layers of
computer generated information to the real environment, allow now to have the information at
the right time at the right place and offer mixed
reality simulations for exploring the virtual and
the real.
CONCLUSIONS
The transforming ecosystem, the era of digitalization and the needs to improve efficiency and
users experiences are disrupting laboratory services and operations. Such major ongoing changes allow us to implement emerging technologies
into practices, develop integrated and intelligent
solutions, streamline and standardize structures

and processes, and provide more personalized
and real-time experiences. The transformation
will also offer us the digitalization and integration
of vertical and horizontal value chains through
cloud computing, mobile devices and IoT platforms. Safety, security and cost-effectiveness are
pillars for the credibility and transferability of
such smart digital laboratory environment. The
future will also trigger novel human – machine
interfaces and we will be the gatekeepers for this
new “click to brick” ecosystem.
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